Triage/Medical Tents
Finished Good Producers
Company

Location

Advanced Canvas &
Upholstery

Missouri

Air Structures American
Technologies Inc

New York

Country

USA

Name

Title

Email

Phone

Stephan Kåmark

CEO

Stephan@canvasguy.net;

805-443-5992

Donato Fraioli

Principal

donato@asati.com;

Michigan

USA

Maggie Bullard-Marshall

Vice-President

sales@aldevra.com;

269-350-1337

Allstate Tent

GA

USA

Lori Basham

Admin Assistant

lori@allstatetent.com

706-463-4280

Wisconsin

American Tent
Anchor Industries Inc

Indiana

USA

Elizabeth Paulson

VP, Marketing

elizabeth@americantent.com;

920-265-9737

USA

Tony Ehrbar

Owner

Tony@americantent.com;

920.770.8368

USA

Biff Gentsch

National Sales Manager

biff_gentsch@anchorinc.com;

812-867-2421

Arise Tents and Events

Ohio

USA

Bryan Graber

Owner

Arizona Awnings

Arizona

USA

Denise O'Leary

Awning & Sign Contractors

Indiana

USA

Dan Snyder

Business Operations
Manager
Production Director

Awnings of Hollywood

Florida

USA

Christopher Thompson

Aztec Tents

California

USA

BAG Corp

Texas

Ballantyne & Associates
Baraboo Awning

My Company ASATI manufactures air supported
structures. We can build rapidly deployable medical
facilities from 10-50k square feet which can be
install in parking lots and fields of hospitals. I have
200k square feet of existing structures which are
ready for immediate deployment and can produce
another 1 million square feet of structures over the
next 60 days. Also, I have a full crew available to
take on any fabric related manufacturing. My men
are highly skilled in sewing, welding, patterning
cutting ect. ASATI would love to support its country
through its manufacturing capabilities in this difficult
time.

914-417-1262

Aldevra

American Tent

Comments
Additional Information
We manufacturer a variety of products for the military,
shipping companies, proctor & Gamble, and DOD. We have
experience with certified, flame tested materials. Our
equipment includes industrial sewing machines and a miller
hot air/ wedge welding machine. We are here to serve our
community

Bryangraber.arise@gmail.com;

330-763-3811

denise@azawning.com;

602-252-3430

dsnyder@beagleoneinc.com;

260-665-1521

Vp

Chris @thompsonap.com;

954-931-4704

Alex Kouzmanoff

President

a.kouzmanoff@aztectent.com;

310-347-3010

USA

Philippe C Combier

Chief Technology Officer PHILIPPE.COMBIER@BAGCORP.COM;

706-508-2058

North Carolina

USA

Joseph Ballantyne

President

joeb@ballantyneassociates.com;

215-519-8074

Wisconsin

USA

Andy Moon

CEO

andy@barabooawning.com;

608-963-6041

We are a service disabled veteran owned small business, 8a
Medical Supply Cabinets, Refrigerators, Freezers,
small disadvantaged business, and HUBZone firm. We
Exam Tables, Diagnostic Equipment, Disposable
specialize in providing medical equipment to government
Gloves and more
hospitals and facilities. Please visit www.aldevra.com for
more info!
Hi--We are American Tent. We make commercial tents-usually for happy occasions--but these are the same tents
that are used for drive up testing. They are also able to be
used for temporary shelters and triage areas. Our tents are
not medical grade, however, so should not be used in
surgical theaters, etc. A quick look at researching body bags
suggests the kind of vinyl we use could be used for them-and we have the best sewers in the industry. We are also
based in the US, with all production taking place in our
Green Bay, facility, and most materials originating here in
the States.

We are a Tents and Event rental company. However we
manufacture our own tents as well as tents for other rental
We specialize in Tents and Curtains but have the
companies. We would love to help as we are not getting
means to do other sewing as well.
much income from rentals right now so this could help
offset.
We are willing to make tents and shelters or any other
similar products. Thank you.
We are a fabric manufacturer of awning s and
canopies and can make any tarps tents and or
curtains or any fabric with sealing or manufacturing.
To assist in any capacity
We produce high-tenacity woven polypropylene
fabrics from tape (aka raffia) yarn in common widths
of 40-60" but potentially to 100". After in-house
coating, these are suitable for producing tents or
temporary shelters.
I have a 30-40 used party tents (B grade) that could be used
as shelters.
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Bates Distributors and
Suppliers, LLC

Location

Country

Name

Title

Email

Phone

Comments

Additional Information

Michigan

USA

Belinda Bates

CEO

Sales@bds-PPE.com;

833-744-1400

Thank you

Thank you

Bawse Enterprises, LLC

Michigan

USA

Valencia Passmore

CEO

val@bawseenterprises.biz;

248-678-4600

Bil-Jax

OH

USA

Krystle Agler

Marketing Manager

kagler@biljax.com

419-551-1174

Burlan Manufacturing

North Carolina

USA

Lee Cornwell

President & CEO

lcornwell@burlan.com;

704-619-9200

Canvas Craft, Inc

MN

USA

Tim Holdgrafer

Director of Sales

tim@canvascraftinc.com

763-428-4325

Canvas innovations

Michigan

USA

Chris Ritsema

Owner

chris@canvasinnovations.us;

616-218-0242

CELINA

Ohio

USA

Jeff Grieshop

President

jeffgrieshop@celina.com;

419-305-8931

Charnecke Tents, Inc.

WI

USA

Jenny Cole

Manager

charnecketents@g2a.net

715-341-6886

Clanton’s Quality Awnings

TX

USA

Dean Jakobiak

Owner

Clientservices@cqawning.com

2143885444

Coastal Canvas of Pensacola

Florida

USA

Mary Taylor

maryltaylor.363@gmail.com;

850-261-4546

Computer Components Corp

Pennsylvania

USA

Mark Reinhold

VP GM

mreinhold@compcomp.com;

215-676-7600

We are a Minority & Woman-Owned Small Business
Enterprise and would love the opportunity to become one
of your Diverse Suppliers.
www.biljax.com has pictures of the products
Burlan is a manufacturer of narrow woven fabrics,
reinforcing knit fabrics, and laminated vinyl.
We are fully committed to help fight the spread of Covid-19
by supporting hospitals, medical centers, and their
healthcare workers in the US. To respond to the short
medical and PPE products we are shifting our producaiton
lines to utilize our state of the art CAD cutting equipment,
along with our traditional sewing and welding technology to
deliver urgently needed medical products. We are
coordinating daily with our customers, other manufacturers,
and our supply chain to design, produce, and deliver
medical products to fight the spread of Covid-19. We are
working with our supply chain to ensure our medical
products are Berry compliant and will adhere to medical
standards. If you have a product shortage that you think we
can help with, please contact us.
We are an automated Company with a large plotting and
cutting table. We use Rhino cad and Exact flat software's
to build our designs. We have a design team that can
build all needed cad files in house. We specialize in
custom designs and can facilitate any production
opportunities.
Celina has enough shelters in stock to house over 36,000
people (50 square feet of space per person). All of Celina's
shelters can be retrofit to be used as drive-thru medical
inspection shelters. Celina has flooring, lighting, extension
cords, and climate control systems in inventory, ready for
immediate shipment. Celina is still fabricating products
for its customer sunder normal operating conditions. Should
the need arise, Celina will initiate Surge Production for
products required by the Federal Government. Please
contact Celina for additional literature, information on
manufacturing capabilities, or current inventory levels.

Testing Monitors, Thermometers, Pill Boxes,
Disposable Laundry Bags, Blankets, Face Masks, etc.
Flooring/ staging for Triage Tents

Anteroom isolation structures, isolation vestibules
for interior or exterior doors, privacy screens,
employee protection and dividers, sneeze walls and
curtains, temporary dividers, and protectiona nd
covering systems for equipment for all industries.

Celina has a significant amount of shelters in stock
and ready to ship from the Celina, OH facility.
Celina is a manufacturer and supplier to the military,
industrial, and commercial markets. Celina
manufactures a wide range of industrial textile
products that include tents, shelters,
decontamination shelters, collective protection
shelters, ducting, tarpaulin, secondary containment
berms, spill containment berms, and more.

We have capability for these items. We just need to discuss
product, material request, quantity, price.
PPE
IE: PPE- 4000+at $5/mask.
Timelines
We are a marine canvas shop, so we socialize in waterproof,
Mesh shades for outdoor areas or waiting areas
high durability fabric production.
We can supply any products related to precision
sheet metal fabrication and electromecanical
We are an extremely versatile contract manufacturer willing assemblies. We currently manufacture medical
to free up capacity to assist whomever needs help in
equipment including CAT scan machines, rehab
addressing the current need for medical equipment and
equipment and X-Ray equipment. We have in house
components.
sheet metal fabrication, tubular fabrications,
welding, powder coating as well as complete EMS
services.
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Our Manufacturing facility is very diverse. We
manufacture air tight glove boxes and general
enclosures that can be used for isolators, cell and
tissue culture, culturing bacteria, drug research,
microbiome, UV Light (PCR Workstation) and any
environment that controls temperature, Oxygen,
CO2, & Humidity. Our products have been used for
Ebola, clostridium difficile (C Diff.), Anthrax,
Tuberculosis Common Customers are the Center
for Disease Control (CDC), National Institute of
Health (NIH), World Health Organization (WHO) and
many other major research institutes

Coy Laboratory Products

Michigan

USA

ASHLEY S COY

Director of Operations &
ASHLEY@COYLAB.COM;
Engineering

734-476-2648

Our products and mfg capabilities have been used in other
infectious disease pandemics from specimen isolation to
drug research.

Crisis Management
International

Georgia

USA

Jaquelyn Mitchell

CEO

jaquelyn.amani@gmail.com;

804-216-1195

We have the capacity to supply 95% of the finished products
listed.

Crystal Finishing Systems Inc. Wisconsin

USA

Mark Matthiae

President

mark.matthiae@crystalfinishing.com;

715-355-5351,x225

We have the capacity to Extrude aluminum components for
tents, medical beds, triage and temporary shelters. We also
can do assembly and distribution

Dale Medical Products, Inc.

Massachusetts

USA

Wayne Hall

Director of Contract
Management

w.hall@dalemed.net;

800-343-3980

Denver Tent Co.

Colorado

USA

Kevin Womer

President

kwomer@denvertent.com;

720-257-7629

We are a fully equipped textile manufacturing company
with capabilities to produce small to large textiles from the
simple to the most complex.

Tarps, covers, large format textiles, complex design
textiles, custom textiles, metal tent frame

Adam Hartley

Director of Operations

Adam@dividebydesign.com;

810-240-4162

Divide by Design offers the ability to build temporary work
stations and partitions in a short period of time.

We are able to do temporary walls and partitions in
a short period of time

Divide by design

Dorchester Awning Company Massachusetts

USA

Mark Lampson

President

awnings@dorchesterawning.com;

781-826-9001

Dynovis, Inc.

Virginia

USA

Eide Industries, Inc.

CA

USA

Dan Gilbert
Don Araiza
Luis Barragan

Technical Director
President
Sales Manager

dan.gilbert@dynovis.com;
don@eideindustries.com
luis@eideindustries.com

540-290-5626
562-402-8335
800-422-6827

Fabric Images

Illinois

USA

Gordon Hill

President

ghill@fabricimages.com;

We do not currently manufacture any of the above,
but we do produce many products from elastic,
cotton, laminated pile, and other "soft" goods.

We have a 24,000 sq ft factory we use to fabricate
custom awnings. With that we have ability to make
things like Privacy Curtains, tent tops and even
metal frames for tents (though for tent frames and
tent tops it would be more efficient to use existing
Tent manufacturers) - but we can do it if need arises
and you run into difficulty sourcing. We are not
currently producing anything for local hospitals or
for Covid-19 applications.
Our products can be production or custom,
Ability to produce roughly 500 face shields daily
We have a full sewing & production facility, we
specialize in the fabrication of tension structures,
however have the capacity for volume runs of most
anything. We have not produced medical products
but can produce a finished product, given the
specifications and materials to produce can be
provided to us. We will have the capacity to assist
where needed.

224-703-3500

Filter Products Company

Virginia

USA

Drew Stahr

General Manager

dstahr@filterproducts.com;

804-231-4646

Filter Products Company is a manufacturer of sewn textile,
non-woven and lofted filter media products. We do not
currently manufacture products for the medical industry,
but it we can participate in the manufacturing activities
required to address the COVID-19 pandemic, please do not
hesitate to contact us.

Fitzsimmons Awnings

Kentucky

USA

Jon Buckner

Owener

jbuckner@fitzsimmonsinc.com;

859-609-7216

We would be glad to assist in any way possible. I have the
ability to produce 24hrs and the skill level to build
temporary structures and sew multiple types of bags,
curtains etc....

strainer and filtration bags Panel air filters
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Country

Flex Building Systems

Flexfirm Products

Gale Pacific

Name

Title

Mary Wessels

California

Florida

USA

USA

Albert Castillo

John Paul Marcantonio

General Manager

CEO

Email

Phone

wessels@mail-na.com;

586-506-2034

fabric@flexfirmproducts.com;

626-448-7627

johnpaul.marcantonio@galepacific.com;

Comments

Additional Information

Please contact me immediately so we can set up a
conference call regarding how we can support with ten
alternatives

We have an alternative to tents. We have a building
product that can be molded asap and used instead
of tents and deployed quickly. Further its a product
that is used for self storage and can also be sanitized
daily by spraying it with any type of sanitizer or
wiped down. It is also a housing product that has
been used globally. We have also provided
information to FEMA. Can we have a conference
call to discuss?

704-755-7301

GALE PACIFIC is a global manufacturer of knitted,
woven and coated commercial and consumer grade
fabrics. We have the capability and capacity to
manufacture weather and water resistant fabrics
and extremely high volumes. We are a leader in
shelter and protective structures for people and
asset protection. Our capability is applicable for
manufacturing the products highlighted above and
We are here to help - please let us know how we can do so we are able to quickly develop and manufacture the
and put us in contact with any and all parties needing these items listed above at scale. We have available
products or assistance in any way. Thank you for the
domestic and international assembly and material
opportunity.
conversion capability to enable mass quantities of
these products. We have a global, integrated supply
chain with manufacturing sites in Australia, the US &
China - all of which are fully operational and have
available capacity for the manufacture of these
goods today. We have selling and distribution
infrastructure in the United States that is able to
flow goods where necessary, when necessary and
we stand ready to help where needed.

Goff's Enterprises

Wisconsin

USA

Brian Morgan

VP of Engineering

brian@goffscw.com;

262-746-3350

We're ready and able to provide the industry's fastest
turnaround times of 1-3 weeks for custom orders, and the
ability to work with your team to think outside the box and
come up with the best solution to the problem at hand.

Hendee Enterprises, Inc.

Texas

USA

Robert Veasey

President

robertv@hendee.com;

713-542-1835

Have been in business since 1968 and currently make
specialized air filters for the Navy and shade structures for
the military.

We can create standalone flexible space separating
curtains and/or enclosures, with the ability to
integrate standalone high speed vinyl door systems
with interlock capability. Our products are used in
clean room and food processing applications, where
wash down procedures and cleanliness are closely
monitored, and could be applied for use here well.
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Heytex USA

VA

USA

Manuel Radke

Market Manager

manuel.radke@heytex.com

5402505660

Homtex
Infinity Tent Sales

Alabama
Kansas

USA
USA

Jeremy Wootten
Scott Berk

President/CFO
President

jeremy.wootten@homtex.com;
Scott@tents4sale.com;

256-734-3937
972-880-5059

Integrated Textile Solutions

Virginia

USA

David T Thornhill

President

david.thornhill@intextile.com;

540-797-2505

Jacquart Fabric Products

Michigan

USA

Bob Jacquart

CEO

bobjacq@jacquarts.com;

906-458-0690

Johnson Outdoors / Eureka!
The Tent Co.

NY

USA

Carol Lee Cundey

tentinfo@johnsonoutdoors.com

800-235-2607

JTE Machines

Florida

USA

Traci Evling

Managing Member

tevling@jtemachines.com;

Michigan

USA

Vivian Brown Booth

COO

Info@ vgm5g.com;

248.632.4466

Ohio

USA

Christopher Cox

Senior Consultant

ccox@kadirihealth.com;

1310-435-5455

Keyston Bros

North Carolina

USA

ann duncan

SVP

aduncan@keystonbros.com;

678-689-2860

Kodiak Canvas Company

Utah

USA

Sara Bruce

Owner

Kodiak.canvas.co@gmail.com;

907-512-2966

Kabees Care Supplier &
Distributor Enterprise, LLC
Kadiri Health, LLC

Lake Shore Boat Top Co

Michigan

USA

Rob Kotowski

President

Rob@lakeshoreboattop.com;

586-260-0687

Lark international inc
LDM
Lincoln Tent Inc.

California
AZ
Nebraska

USA
USA
USA

brian ku
Mara Ramirez
Julie Miller

ceo
Sales
Corp Officer

brian@larkintl.com;
sales@ldmusa.com
jmiller@lincolntent.com;

562-941-9173
480 590 2543
402-467-4559

Llink Technologies

Michigan

USA

Jeff Goulet

CEO

jgoulet@llinktech.com;

586-201-8532

Comments
Additional Information
Heytex USA is part of the Heytex Group, one of the world’s
leading manufacturers in the development of high-quality
and functional
technical textiles and actively produces these fabrics at four
production sites on three continents.
In light of the current COVID-19 pandemic and as your
reliable partner, we have compiled a portfolio in order to
actively support you in
counteracting the spread of the virus.
- Transport Solutions (materials for rescue mats, carry
slings, body bags)
- Shelter Solutions (materials for tents, shelters, lock
chambers)
- Shelter Equipment (materials for camp beds, ventilation
tubes, cover fabrics, dividing curtains)
- Apparel & Camp Equipment (materials for makeshift
Mouth-Nose-Masks, privacy screens, water storage)
- Decontamination Solutions (materials for floor coverings,
decontamination station)
- Accessory Solutions (materials for changeable and
Medical Pillows
We have tents ready to go.
Tents

We have computerized cutting and sewing capacity
available immediately.

We have all of the machines here, but we would have to
acquire the material to product the above products.

Other Plastic barrier products like medical dividing
curtains and liners

Supplier/Distributor

Wound care products Video Laryngeoscopes
filters for transit systems, fabrics for senior living
communities

If there are companies out there that need repetitive
cutting or any type of volume cutting if we are provided files
Canvas products, commercial sewing, volume
and fabric we can produce these items and have them
cutting of material and fabric
shipped to different branches for production if we are not
capable of sewing certain items
pvc material with knitted fabrics

Manufacturer of cut and sew products, automated
assemblies for both automotive and heavy truck industries.
As a Heavy truck supplier (infrastructure), we will be
continuing operations pursuant to Department of Homeland
Security requirements. CAGE code: 3UNC6 SBA #
PO470573
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Although, we’re a startup company the owner has years of
experience as a Finder putting together deals when no one
else can. We could have your request for products fulfilled
in a timely fashion as we currently have $5 million financing
from the second largest purchase order company in the
United States. Thank you for this opportunity! thank you for
your time, please stay safe! Truly look forward to to doing
business and helping our vast community in this time of
great need... I would love to be an advocate to assist you in
the near future! Have the rest of a super great day

I’m a big box supplier which have manufacturers in
China and a personal relationship with the owner of
a textile manufacturer in Pakistan who makes
products for billion dollar corporations here in the
US-All will provide whatever products you may need
provided the C virus will not hold up orders. I’ve
been in touch with my manufactures regarding
other requested medical items, like foldable
Crutches, foldable canes with SOS alarms and
flashlight- I’m ordering now for a Doctor who’d like
150 foldable walking canes. Most of them are back
to work now, so I strongly believe we can fill any
order at your convenience for the requested
quantities.

We

LuMatt Enterprises, LLC DBA
New Wave Products

California

USA

Lewis Matthews

Owner/Inventor/Supplier Newwavep@outlook.com;

678-524-2436

Mahaffey Fabric Structures

Florida

USA

Joe Berger

Project Manager

Joe@mahaffeyusa.com;

1267-245-2533

Main Awning ^ Tent
Material Girl Upholstery

Ohio
Florida

USA
USA

les goldfarb
Karin DiTullio

president
Owner

mainawning@yahoo.com;
good4chin@gmail.com;

513-621-6947
518-648-6482

We

Megaplast S.a. de C.v

Mexicali

Mexico

Otto Soto

sales manager

otto.s@megaplast.com.mx

760 427 6954

largest pvc coated manufacturing company in Mexico vinyl

Miami Awning
MP Fashion

Florida
Michigan

USA
USA

Joe Reilly
Mila

Plant Manager
CEO

dreilly@miamiawning.com;
milapershyna@gmail.com;

305-576-2029
248-787-6862

MSW Plastics USA Inc

Ohio

USA

Christopher McGann

Government Business
Development

cmcgann@mswplastics.com;

616-822-1960

North American Rescue

South Carolina

USA

Scott Spratt

Sales & Business
Development

sspratt@narescue.com;

864-593-0203

Ohenry Productions

New York

USA

Arielle Henry

Sales

arielle@ohenrytents.com;

254-714-1103

Ohio Awning & Mfg. Co.

OH

USA

William Morse

President

william@ohioawning.com

216.861.2400

ONE STOP TENTS & EVENTS

Texas

USA

Karen a Keesler

kkeesler@onestopparty.com;

281-338-9898

USA

Brian Ritchey

bjr@oneiltents.com

6148376352

O'Neil Tents & Manufacturing OH

President

OTA Company Inc.

Wisconsin

USA

Brian Hegner

President

brian@otainc.com;

Peak Event Services

Massachusetts

USA

Tarryn Prosper

Senior Director Tent Sales tprosper@peakeventservices.com;

Trusscore is looking to donate the first 25 panels to public
relief effort.

We produce the end product. Tents used for emergency
services or shelters.
We rent tents in all sizes. Plenty of inventory and ready to
roll!
We are primarily a tent and equipment supplier with limited
tent manufacturing capability.

920-235-3170

We would have the capability of producing the checked
products, depending upon the specifications and
requirements. We currently using raw materials that would
be used in the products checked. We don't specifically
manufacture those products checked but would have the
capability and staff to help demand.

781-503-2144

We still have approx. 1M square feet of available
triage/medical tenting available for rapid deployment.

In light of recent events Trusscore has developed a
modular quarantine and temporary barriers for use
with quickly and efficiently dividing up open spaces
needed for treating Patients. These panels are FDA
compliant, Class A fire rated, PVC that are natural
hygienic, and fully water proof. They can be cleaned
with disinfectant chemicals and/or power wash for
quick and easy cleaning. These examples are 6’8’’
tall by 5’ wide, designed to fit through a standard
door way on with or without caster wheels for quick
and easy set up. The width and height can be
changed if needed. Trusscore is looking to donate
the first 25 panels to public relief effort. On a
standard high school basketball court 80 5' by 5'
rooms with 5' aisles in between rows could be
created in under an hour
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Pivot Step Consultants, LLC

Virginia

USA

Ron Houle

President

ron.houle76@gmail.com;

914-806-3775

Pneuhaus LLC

RI

USA

Levi Bedall

Co-founder

levi@pneu.haus

513-373-6909

Pvilion

New York

USA

Todd Dalland

Pres

tdalland@pvilion.com;

917-670-3040

Rainier Industries Ltd.

WA

USA

Brian Rowinski

Vice President Shelter

brianr@rainier.com

425-151-1800

ross.ruffing@ryzingtech.com;

412-616-1210

Ryzing Technologies LLC

Virginia

USA

Ross Ruffing

Business Development
Manager

Scotties Canvas

FL

USA

Dale Givens

President

dale@scottiescanvas.com

239-995-7479

Seat Covers Unlimited

Arizona

USA

Jake

Chief Operating Officer

jake@seatcoversunlimited.com;

480-832-5050

Select Fabricators, Inc.

New York

USA

Tim Ansaldi

CEO

tim@select-fabricators.com;

585-393-0650

Comments

Additional Information

Consultant practice which represents a wide range of
fabricators and end item manufacturers and end item
suppliers. For mobile shelters and field hospitals, leasing is
always desired but few providers have the proper structure. Tent leasing
We can offer rentals and support. Few companies know
how to implement the technologies for mobile, negative
pressure isolation shelters.
We are currently manufacturing face shields that use PVC
and polypropylene webbing to avoid supply chain shortages
of PET and
elastic. We're fabricating 1,500 a day and 36,000 a month
and can ramp up production if needed. We also have the
ability to transition
our studio to making any of the checked items above.
We produce tents integrated with flexible solar
solar powered tents with battery boxes provide shelter and panels so that the tent fabric makes electricity from
instant power without having to connect to the grid
sunlight. We also provide the batteries and electrical
equipment with the flexible PV fabric tents.
Work with a large-scale production facility to design and
deploy military shelters, especially relating to specialty
facilities for chemical/biological threats. Have a current SBIR
that is also developing a rapid escape airlock door for such
applications.
Not sure if we can help but would be happy to.

We manufacture automotive Seat Covers and are
willing to help however we can.

Well done IFAI and whoever else for putting this together!
Let's keep America working and making progress.

Odd fabric parts, or textile goods requiring unique
specifications. We tend to specialize in very large or
very heavy sewn parts. We do not have a rated
cleanroom level manufacturing facility. We have an
Autometrix plotter/cutter, so we can do highvolume cutting. We have a seam welder suitable for
long welds in PVC type fabrics for tents, awnings,
and shelters.

SLO Sail and Canvas

California

USA

Karl Deardorff

Owner

slosailandcanvas@yahoo.com;

805-479-6122

Sollertia Inc.

Quebec

Canada

Claude Le Bel

President

clebel@sollertia.ca

514 528-5555

SourceAmerica

Nation wide

USA

Gary Whited

Products Technical
Support

gwhited@sourceamerica.org

817-622-7019

South Akron Awning Co

Ohio

USA

Jack Carroll

Customer Service

jack@southakronawning.com;

330-848-7611

Tacoma Tent & Awning and
Olympic Tent

Washington

USA

Scott Sutherland

President

scott@tacomatent.com;

800-481-4128

Tarp Innovators

Washington

USA

Deano Perlatti

Design

deano@tarpinnovators.com;

206-601-3769; 360-5983090

Quarantine systems
Negative Pressure Quarantine and Isolation Systems

Tarp Innovators

Washington

USA

Rick Wood

President

Rick@tarpinnovators.com;

206-571-1560

Isolation Chambers Quarantine Rooms

Temporary space dividers (for offices, waiting
rooms, etc.)
Please provide requirements and SourceAmerica Business
Development will evaluate for capacity and location.

We could possibly make some items above that I didn't
check, such as curtains. We have many sewing machines
and Kabar welders, along with CAD cutting capacity.

Tarps, covers, temporary storage and warehouse
structures.

Triage/Medical Tents
Finished Good Producers
Company

Location

Country

Name

Title

Email

Phone

TekTailor, Inc.

California

USA

Steffen Kuehr

CEO

steffen@tektailor.com;

650-430-1081

Tent Renters Supply

Florida

USA

Matthew R Perra

President

matt@tentsupply.com;

813-415-4672

TentCraft

Michigan

USA

Dave Dokman

Supply Chain Manager

ddokman@tentcraft.com;

231-346-8707

TentCraft, Inc.

Michigan

USA

Dave Dokman

Supply Chain Manager

ddokman@tentcraft.com;

231-346-8707

Textile Fabrication &
Distribution, Inc.

Michigan

USA

Thermal Control Products, Inc

TLC Rents

GA

USA

Timothy Rose

President

texfab2001@yahoo.com;

Paul Matte

Vice President

pmatte@thermalcontrolproducts.com;

Michael Gonzales

Director of Development mike@tlcrents.com

586-530-4233

Comments

Additional Information
We are a cut & sew facility based in Santa Rosa,
California. Over the last 25+ years the core of our
business has been personal safety and protective
equipment for the Military, Law Enforcement and
Construction industry (www.bpe-usa.com). While
the majority of the products we make are heavier
items such as knee & elbow pads, riot shield
carriers, plate carrier vests, hydration carriers,
duffel bags, tote bags, messenger bags, laptop
sleeves etc. we can also produce any other soft
goods and have previously produced aprons, parkas
as well as hospital gowns, napkins and other items
for customers. Our other product brand for
upcycled products we make is: www.sonomausa.com

Just let us know how we can support. We are a tent
manufacture but have sewing capability and willing to
change over product lines to support if needed to do basic
Divider Walls
medical supply products. Have former knowledge of ISO
13485 regulations and 20 years of experience in the medical
field. www.tentsupply.com
All finished goods for our tents are made in USA. Our
suppliers have been made aware of the potential need to
Drive-through testing tents Mitigation tents
ramp up and we are prepared to scale up our production
Signage and accessories for crowd control
facility.
All raw materials and products are made in the USA

Please contact us with your needs and thoughts.

We are in industrial sewing company. Currently
making tents for Camp Dearborn. We have a wide
variety of sewing capabilities and machines. We
manufacture products for industrial, catalog,
military and consumer products. The name of our
company is Textile Fabrication & Distribution Inc.
Currently producing military medical bags. We are
an industrial sewing Company with capabilities that
include CNC cutting, automated webbing cutting.
Sewing capabilities include single and dual stitch,
programmable sewing machines, zipper and binding
machines. Currently count with a manufacturing
staff force of approx 70 people. If we can be of any
assistance, please contact us immediately.

704-454-7605; 704-6339211

404-873-0833 ext 13

Top Value Fabrics

IN

USA

Jeff Swedberg

Marketing Director

jeffswedberg@tvfinc.com

3172498735

Venango Awning, LLC

Pennsylvania

USA

Mike Manning

Owner

mike@venangoawning.com;

724-263-8123

Vice-President

Michigan

USA

Maggie Bullard-Marshall

Aldevra

sales@aldevra.com;

269-350-1337

Top Value Fabrics does not offer medical grade fabric.
However, we can provide materials that can be used for
masks that help reduce
the spread of airborne particles (droplets) as well as covers
for N-95 masks to help extend the life of these units. We
also have a wide
range of fabric for gowns, mobile emergency tents, room
dividers, and (HRP) bags.
We are a well connected entrepreneurial manufacturer and
business. We have experience learning, design,
manufacturing and installing fabric and metal fabricated
products. We take on new products and processes quickly.
As long as out employees can work, we can help.

Supplier of farbics for non -medical grade masks,
gowns,
mobile emergency tents, room dividers, and (HRP)
bags.

Triage/Medical Tents
Finished Good Producers
Company

Location

Country

Name

Title

Email

V-Star Entertainment Group

Minnesota

USA

Erik Svenddal

Sr. Director of Production eriks@vstarentertainment.com;

941-592-6417

Waagmeester. Canvas
Products

Oregon

USA

Erik Waagmeester

Sales

503-288-6591

Erik@Waagmeester.com;

Phone

Warmilu

Michigan

USA

Grace Hsia

Co-Founder and CEO

hsgracie@warmilu.com;

248-835-8703

Whiter Glacier
WRIGHT TOOL COMPANY

Ohio

USA

diego jacobson
BRIAN MCNANNEY

djacobson@whiteglacier.com;
bmcnanney@wrighttoolcompany.com;

787-306-7771
313-407-9039

Yakima Tent & Awning Co

Washington

USA

Aaron McLean

CEO
Sr. Director MRO
engineer design
manufacturer

info@yakimatent.com;

509-457-6169

Yangzhou boda nonwoven
CO., LTD

Hank

ARA MESROBIAN

Yang

Comments

Additional Information
We would need patterns and/or designs to be
We are a stage scenic and prop builder in addition to
provided. Capabilities include cutting and
costume and mascot character production. We have a large stitching.Pattern making can be done with direction
facility and staff to accommodate workload. Additionally,
from client. We do not have sterile capabilities and
we can set up to accommodation large scale assembly work can ONLY manufacture for non sterile needs.
if needed. V-Star will need materials or material lists
However, we can manufacture from sterile
provided.
materials but items would need to be sterilized by
end user.
We are fabric fabricators that work with fabrics
typically 10oz or greater. Separator curtains, tents
containment covers. Industrialcanvas.com will
provide a scope of our larger scale work that we can
do.
Saw the request from MichBio. Sewn Goods At
Warmilu, we have the sewing machinery to make
lab coats, hospital bed sheets/pillowcases, hospital
privacy curtains (if sizing is known) and triage
medical/tents; however, this quarter, we have been
focusing on infant warming blankets and would have
to order additional, new fabric for these goods. Lead
time averages 2-5 business days for average orders.
We can cut and sew diverse fabrics from
lightweight, one-time use to heavy canvas and
leather fabrics. Plastic Goods At Warmilu, we also
have the equipment to make waterproof plastic
bags out of polyurethane film with our radio
frequency welders. Triage/Medical Tents Finally,
WarTech Engineering ((Leena Palmer, our program
manager there has been CCed) has been making US
Air Force paramedic ramps and Warmilu has been
supplying them with tent canopies. We have the
sewing equipment and fabric onsite to make tent
canopies.

sdhankyang@hotmail.com;

861392-193-1200

90% of our products are supplied to the US market, and we
have maintained good growth in the US market for 7 years.
And there are very professional partners in the US market,
they can quickly help us to establish communication with
American buyers, and guarantee our products, we hope to
contribute to the United States and the global fight against
viruses, every non-woven fabric Everyone should. Our
products will give 100% priority to the US market, high
quality and low price, and rapid delivery. Hope God bless.

ara.mesrobian1@verizon.net;

201-218-7301

we do all sorts of sewing/fabrication on many different
products including safety straps/medical bags/body bags/
and such

